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Driver Info: File name: jbl-charge-2-firmware-148.exeDriver version: 1.2.2File Size: 3.922 MBOS: Win XP, Win Vista, Windows 7, Win 8, Windows 10File is safe, downloaded from a tested source and passed the F-Secure virus scan! Download Jbl Charge 2 firmware 1.4.8 Finally, with the latest firmware JBL Charge 2
manages to be what it should have been from the beginning back in September when it was still suffering from teething problems. So far I have not been able to fully recommend JBL Charge 2 without reservation, as the issues were too troubling and it remained as well as ran the speaker among all the others. At the
same time there has been a lot of discussion on Youtube regarding all these problems with many users complaining their units are still misrepresented, while others have claimed to have no problem at all. Theories have been established about serial numbers that would indicate when the device was manufactured and
when it would be without problems. I enjoyed all this, like reading a crime thriller. Then, finally, someone from Japan came up with an undocumented trick to check the now firmware installed on his JBL Charge 2. It is finally claimed that only the latest firmware 1.4.1 will fix all the problems, while all the firmware below
have been affected by a DSP problem. To check the firmware you need power on JBL Charge 2 and make sure it won't connect to any nearby Bluetooth device. Now tap the Bluetooth button and volume and button at the same time and keep them pressed for a few seconds to finally hear a good female voice that will tell
you a firmware number, something like this: one four one. If you don't hear one four one, you should get the device updated. I have an updated version that I bought back in December after returning my very first block from September, and although my current unit didn't have all these distortion problems of the very first
block, it's still close to unsable at lower levels for the first 4-5 volume steps. After checking my firmware it said 1.4.0, so I decided to update my model as soon as possible. Unfortunately, Harman never planned to make devices to update users, so you should contact an authorized service center. I contacted Harman
directly to ask them how to proceed, and 2 days later I received their response where they told me the responsible center in my area. I already knew the DEC Service Center in Vienna, as they are also responsible for repairing Panasonic, and I have had some repeated problems with my Lumix camera or lens. The next
day I took the JBL charge 2 and left it there for an update. After 10 minutes I had already got it back with 1.4.1-firmware installed and had a conversation with the responsible technician, was well aware of the problems. According to him, it all becomes rather fuzzy, as there were many users who complained about the
problems, but in the beginning even doesn't recognize them. There was no statement from Harman either until January, where they finally released an official service update. A special software update for version 1.4.1 was provided to all service centers with a time limit of 1 week to download, otherwise permission for a
new download had to be requested again. The login still has to be done through some Harman server etc, so it all still sounds a bit hidden to me and I don't realize that Harman doesn't even care to contact his clients to let them know about the update. I contacted Harman several times about this, at the very beginning
they offered to return the speaker when I asked afterwards if there would be any updates they could at least respond now. Given the fact that the update has been almost half a year, while some new owners checking their firmware are still hearing one three-eighth, it's really annyoing! They could at least report it one way
or another. Update: Check out how you can update the firmware on your own here! But the most important fact is that JBL charge 2 completely without question now. I measured the JBL charge 2 with my previous 1.4.0 firmware and measured it again after the upgrade to 1.4.1, and what you can see from the
measurements is that the first 3 steps were completely with the old firmware (green) which was unable to produce and a net output below 150 Hz while with the new firmware (blue) it was normally measured. Unfortunately, the very rough, voluminous steps that were already present with previous versions have become
even stronger now. The first step of the volume is louder than it used to be, and the third pitch volume is almost as loud as the 4th step from the old version. So if you're going to use JBL Charge 2 at low levels, it can be a hassle to reach the right volume as the first step may be too soft, while the second is too loud
already especially when using an iOS device where volume adjustment is reflected between speaker and player: The new firmware also seems to come with some minimal sound adjustments. I matched the 5th volume step for both, pulling the old version of some DB up, and as you can see the new firmware took away a
bit of bass in the region to 300 Hz (a strong peak of about 75 Hz stayed exactly the same though), but usually you shouldn't notice any difference at all without direct comparison. Other small deviations are visible, probably measuring errors due to slightly different placement (again green firmware 1.4.0 and blue 1.4.1):
After the update I would say that the JBL Charge 2 is in the top line of current portable speakers, with a great punchy sound at all levels of volume, a class leasing battery and a lower price tag than most competition, especially after the new charge 2 was released. Thanks to Charging 2, Charge 2 can even found well
below $100/ which is a pretty bargain. Grab one if you're still undecided. Many will ask if it is better than the Denon Envaya Mini? I would say yes, if a generic package is considered as Charge 2 does more fun, has a much stronger battery that can also charge other devices, and meanwhile it is also cheaper, while
Denon has become more expensive. Denon may have a flatter and more true sound, but JBL fares very well with its obvious bass and triple peak that both make it more consumer-oriented. If you want to know if Charge 2 sounds better than Charge 2, stay tuned as I'll be comparing them both directly soon. Thanks to this
great community here, some anonymous contributor has published a way how to update JBL Charge 2 on your own. The required firmware file was already posted by someone else some time ago, but so far there has been no way to complete the update without the correct software. As many still seem to struggle with
JBL-support, which takes its customers for fools, claiming that there is no firmware update available for JBL Charge 2 I think we should thank our unknown hero for posting this. He provided an archive that included the 1.4.1 firmware, the installation manual and the CSR BlueSuiteNow. Of course, I can't provide any
guarantee that you won't brick your device, but acoording for many owners they were able to successfully upgrade its charge 2 from 1.3.8 to 1.4.1: Here are some alternative download links: please let us know if your update was successful! WARNING: Some have already managed to brick their speakers, so apply at
their own risk! I have a few of them that I really like, but I would like to try the firmware update because there is a significant audio lag when watching videos and listening. Half a second or more is just hoping to improve the overall sound quality I was looking for for this, but any page that I find download links dead or the
file has been removedAny halo please? Thanks in advance - (current firmware 1.4.0) Page 2 4 comments comments jbl charge 2 firmware 1.4.8 download. jbl charge 2 firmware update 1.4.8. jbl charge 2 plus firmware 1.4.8. jbl charge 2 plus firmware 1.4.8 download
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